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ABSTRACT

Satellite and aircraft observations of the concurrent evolution of cloud-top brightness temperatures (BTs)

and the surface and flight-level wind fields were examined before and during an eyewall replacement cycle

(ERC) in Typhoon Sinlaku (2008) as part of The Observing System Research and Predictability Experiment

(THORPEX)PacificAsianRegional Campaign (T-PARC) and the Tropical Cyclone Structure 2008 (TCS08)

field campaign. The structural evolution of deep convection through the life cycle of the ERC was clearly

evident in the radial variation of positive water vapor (WV) minus infrared (IR) brightness temperature

differences over the 96-h period.Within this framework, the ERCwas divided into six broadly defined stages,

wherein convective processes (including eyewall development and decay) were analyzed and then validated

using microwave data. Dual maxima in aircraft wind speeds and geostationary satellite BTs along flight

transects through Sinlaku were used to document the temporal evolution of the ERC within the TC inner

core. Negative correlations were found between IR BTs and surface wind speeds, indicating that colder cloud

tops were associated with stronger surface winds. Spatial lags indicated that the strongest surface winds were

located radially inward of both the flight-level winds and coldest cloud tops. Finally, timing of the ERC was

observed equally in IR and WV minus IR (WVIR) BTs with one exception. Decay of the inner eyewall was

detected earlier in the WVIR data. These findings highlight the potential utility of WVIR and IR BT radial

profiles, particularly so for basins without active aircraft weather reconnaissance programs such as thewestern

North Pacific.

1. Introduction

Accurate analyses of the structure of the surface wind

field in a tropical cyclone (TC) are critical to enhancing

readiness and mitigating risk for coastal populations. In

landfalling systems, the radial locations of critical wind

speeds guide disaster preparation and provide proper

vortex initialization in numerical models. However, de-

termining the inner core and surface wind field structure

of TCs remains a considerable operational challenge to

the TC community. For example, in the western North

Pacific Ocean, initial estimation of radii of 34-, 50-, and

64-kt winds (1 kt 5 0.51m s21) by forecasters at the

Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) remains rather

subjective and strongly dependent on sparsely available

observations (Kossin et al. 2007; Knaff et al. 2007).

Furthermore, while many theoretical models have been

developed to simulate the radial distribution of surface

winds in a TC (Holland 1980; DeMaria 1987; Leslie and

Holland 1995; Emanuel 2004; Emanuel et al. 2006;

Willoughby et al. 2006; Holland et al. 2010; Knaff et al.

2011; Wood et al. 2013), a great deal of variability has

been observed in TC wind field size (Lee et al. 2010).

One of the reasons for this variability is that surface

winds in a TC are strongly controlled by dynamical

processes known to affect inner-core structure. The
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formation of concentric eyewalls (CEs) and the pro-

gression of deep convection through an eyewall re-

placement cycle (ERC) are two examples of dynamical

processes that have been shown to exert significant

control on TC surface wind field structure (Willoughby

et al. 1982; Black and Willoughby 1992; Kuo et al. 2009;

Sitkowski et al. 2011; Wood et al. 2013). Secondary

eyewall formation and ERCs were also found to be re-

sponsible for significant changes in area-integrated

kinetic energy of the TC (Maclay et al. 2008). Concen-

tric eyewalls have been found in upward of 80% of

western North Pacific typhoons with maximum surface

winds above 120 kt (Hawkins and Helveston 2004), in-

dicating that they are a common feature of strong ty-

phoons. Furthermore, because surface wind speed often

weakens while the wind field expands during the ERC

process, CEs often complicate the operational TC

forecast (Kossin and Sitkowski 2009). Despite their

frequency, in basins without routine aircraft re-

connaissance, such as the western North Pacific Ocean,

the primary data source used to operationally identify

CE structures is infrequently and irregularly available

microwave satellite observations (Kuo et al. 2009; Yang

et al. 2013). Thus, techniques that can identify possible

CEs and map their changes as part of ERCs using reg-

ularly available observations, including those from ge-

ostationary satellites, would be potentially useful in an

operational setting.

Strong TCs often have been observed with an inner

(primary) and outer (secondary) eyewall separated by a

region of minimal convection (Willoughby et al. 1982).

Although variable and not always completed, the ERC

typically begins with the formation of the outer eyewall,

continues as convection intensifies in the outer eyewall

and weakens in the inner eyewall, and concludes as the

inner eyewall fully decays and the outer eyewall con-

tracts toward the storm center (Rozoff et al. 2008;

Sitkowski et al. 2011; Kossin and Sitkowski 2012; Abarca

and Montgomery 2013). Important intensity changes

occur concurrently with these changes in convective

structure, so much so that Sitkowski et al. (2011)

classified ERCs into three intensity-based phases:

intensification, weakening, and reintensification. As the

outer eyewall forms and inner eyewall decays, the TC

often weakens and the surface wind field broadens

(Sitkowski et al. 2011; Kepert 2013); once the surface

wind speed at the outer eyewall surpasses the surface

wind speed at the inner eyewall, the storm may begin to

intensify as the inner eyewall dissipates (Sitkowski

et al. 2011).

In recent modeling studies, ERCs were found to take

between 6 and 18 h to complete (Terwey and

Montgomery 2008; Zhou and Wang 2009; Qiu et al.

2010). In an observational study based on Atlantic and

central and eastern Pacific basin aircraft reconnaissance

data, the ERC process was found to be slower, taking

upward of 36h to complete, although considerable

storm-to-storm variability was noted (Sitkowski et al.

2011). Despite these findings, CE structure and ERC

processes remain challenging to observe in real time.

Hurricane Rita was a rare case in which detailed

finescale convective and wind structures were exten-

sively observed throughout an ERC. Aircraft and dual

Doppler radar observations (Houze et al. 2006, 2007;

Bell et al. 2012) captured the temporal and spatial be-

havior both eyewalls during Rita and provided the op-

portunity for in-depth analysis. One of the objectives of

the current study is to present a geostationary satellite-

based technique that highlights the structural evolution

of deep convection during the ERC of Typhoon Sinlaku

(2008). Given the role of boundary layer dynamics in

ERCs [e.g., the boundary layer spinup mechanisms

proposed by Abarca and Montgomery (2014, 2015)],

another objective is to compare the evolution of deep

convection with the concurrent evolution of the surface

and flight-level windmeasurements within and above the

boundary layer, respectively. The surface winds were

measured by the Stepped-Frequency Microwave Radi-

ometer (SFMR), and the flight-level winds were com-

puted by the aircraft data system, both on board the

WC-130J. By analyzing this western North Pacific ERC

within a framework based on deep convection, it is

hoped that the resultsmay be useful towarning centers in

regions without active aircraft weather reconnaissance

programs. The remainder of the paper is organized as

follows: a brief synoptic summary of Sinlaku is presented

in section 2, data and methodology are presented in

section 3, results are presented in section 4, and conclu-

sions are presented in section 5.

2. Typhoon Sinlaku (2008) synoptic overview

Typhoon Sinlaku (2008) was extensively observed

during two collaborative experiments, The Observing

System Research and Predictability Experiment

(THORPEX) Pacific Asian Regional Campaign

(T-PARC; Elsberry and Harr 2008; Chou et al. 2011;

Weissmann et al. 2011) and Tropical Cyclone Structure

2008 (TCS08; Elsberry and Harr 2008). Sinlaku formed

east of the Philippines and was named by the Joint Ty-

phoon Warning Center at 0000 UTC 9 September 2008.

Over the next 36 h, the system intensified from winds of

35 kt to winds of 100 kt (Cooper et al. 2009), exceeding

the definition of rapid intensification set forth by Kaplan

andDeMaria (2003), and reached its maximum intensity

(125 kt) at 1800 UTC 10 September 2008 (Fig. 1). From
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10 to 12 September 2008, Sinlaku underwent an eyewall

replacement cycle. On 11 September 2008, a clear CE

structure was noted on microwave satellite imagery

from 0445 to 2132 UTC, and this structure was con-

firmed during a reconnaissance mission within that pe-

riod that found dual wind maxima on both inbound and

outbound legs during transects with center fix times of

1207 and 1331 UTC 11 September 2008 (Middlebrooke

and Sanger 2008). Sinlaku made landfall near Taipei,

Taiwan, on 13 September 2008 (Cooper et al. 2009), then

recurved, and subsequently weakened to an intensity

of 35 kt at 0000 UTC 17 September 2008 before in-

tensifying again on approach to Japan. This study is fo-

cused on the 5-day period from classification as a

tropical storm in the Philippine Sea to landfall over

Taiwan (black boxes, Fig. 1).

3. Data and methodology

a. Data

Satellite and aircraft-based observations of Typhoon

Sinlaku formed the basis for this study. In both datasets,

critical emphasis was given to the ERC time frame

(10–13 September 2008). Satellite imagerywas provided by

the Naval Research Laboratory–Monterey from both

geostationary (for infrared and water vapor imagery)

and polar-orbiting (for microwave imagery) platforms.

Satellite brightness temperature (BT) digital data were

used to quantitatively assess deep convection during the

ERC. Water vapor (WV; 6.7mm) and infrared (IR;

10.6mm) BTs from the geostationary Multifunctional

Transport Satellite-1 (MTSAT-1) were provided by the

JapanMeteorological Agency (JMA). These 4-km data

were collected at 30-min intervals (with occasional

brief lapses for maintenance) as part of the T-PARC

and TCS08 field programs. During the 120-h period of

this study, there were 200 geostationary (WV and IR)

satellite datasets. Aircraft data were collected during

fourWC-130J flights by theU.S. Air Force (USAF) 53rd

Weather Reconnaissance Squadron (53rd WRS). Sur-

face and flight-level wind speeds and directions, re-

corded by the SFMR and aircraft data system,

respectively, were combined with the WC-130J GPS

position every 30 s in High Density Observation

(HDOB) messages. The TC track and intensity data

included in this study were taken from the JTWC Best

Track archive (available in text format online at http://

www.usno.navy.mil/NOOC/nmfc-ph/RSS/jtwc/best_tracks/

2008/2008s-bwp/bwp152008.txt).

FIG. 1. Track and intensity of Typhoon Sinlaku (2008). Surface winds less than 34 kt indicated by black crosses, 34– 63 kt by blue circles,

between 64–99 kt by green squares, and $100 kt by red diamonds. Black boxes indicate the region of emphasis for this study.
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b. Methodology

1) RADIAL PROFILES OF DEEP CONVECTION

In the first two parts of this study, radial profiles of

satellite BTs were constructed to examine deep con-

vection near the TC inner core. Each radial profile was

examined individually, and then all were examined

collectively in a Hovmöller diagram, to form an overall

understanding of the evolution of deep convection

through the ERC. Geostationary satellite platforms

have an advantage in temporal coverage, with regular

scans about every half hour (instead of every half day for

polar-orbiting satellite-based sensors). However, the

broad weighting function in both the IR and WV

wavelengths makes it difficult to detect and isolate cores

of deep convection from surrounding cloudy regions.

Used together, however, the BT difference betweenWV

and IRwavelengths utilizes the temperature inversion at

the tropopause to isolate deep convection (Fritz and

Laszlo 1993; Olander and Velden 2009). For this study,

BT differences for each satellite time were found by

subtracting IR BTs from WV BTs. Positive values in-

dicated deep convection that had penetrated the tro-

popause, and deep convection identified in this manner

has been found to be related to rapid intensification

(Monette et al. 2012) and TC rotational intensity (Chao

et al. 2011; Jaiswal et al. 2012).

To construct radial profiles, the 200 sets of IR and WV

satellite observations were transformed from Cartesian

to a storm-centered polar grid. While some automated

center-identification techniques exist (e.g., Wimmers and

Velden 2010), identifying the TC center objectively from

IR and WV data still remains a challenge. Linear in-

terpolation of the JTWC best track latitude and longitude

coordinates provided the starting point for the manual

identification of the TC centers. For each observation,

mean positiveWVminus IR (WVIR)BTdifference radial

profiles were created by subtracting IRBTs fromWVBTs

in the storm-centered coordinate system and then azi-

muthally averaging the positiveBTdifferences at 1.08 theta
(azimuthal spacing) intervals around the TC center at ra-

dial increments of 0.028 (about 2 km) outward from the

center, following themethodology of Sanabia et al. (2014).

This technique was applied to each of the 200 WVIR da-

tasets during the 120-h period of study, and a time–radius

Hovmöller diagram of the positive WVIR BT differences

was created to map the radial variation in deep convection

over time. Radial profiles of IR BT, which mapped radial

variation in cloud-top temperature (a relative measure of

cloud-top height) over time, were created in a similar way,

except only IR BT values were azimuthally averaged in-

stead of positive WVIR BT differences.

2) AIRCRAFT WIND AND SATELLITE BT
COMPARISON DURING EYEWALL TRANSECTS

In the third part of the study, surface and flight-level

wind speeds measured from the aircraft during tran-

sects through the TC were analyzed and compared to

the convective structures identified in the satellite data.

The WC-130Js made eight passes through the center of

Typhoon Sinlaku during four flights between 9 and

12 September 2008 (Table 1). The passes differed in

length and heading and were dependent on the flight

track. During the 9 September 2008 flight, there were

two passes through the Sinlaku center, a south–north

pass followed by a west–east pass through the de-

veloping tropical storm. From 10 to 12 September 2008,

alpha patterns were flown, with transects oriented

southeast to northwest followed by southwest to

northeast. The passes varied in length, but typically

extended at least 120 km from the TC center. Most

flight tracks were relatively straight cross sections

through the TC center; however, in the final pass

(second transect on 12 September 2008), several loops

were flown in the eye. Data from these loops were not

used in this study.

TABLE 1. List of WC-130J center transects through Typhoon Sinlaku and correspondingMTSAT-1 satellite observation times during the

period of this study.

First aircraft observation Final aircraft observation Satellite observation

Center

transect Date Time (UTC)

Position (relative

to TC center) Time (UTC)

Position (relative

to TC center) Time (UTC)

1 9 Sep 2008 0420 South 0526 North 0445

2 9 Sep 2008 0600 West 0710 East 0645

3 10 Sep 2008 0540 Southeast 0642 Northwest 0545

4 10 Sep 2008 0715 Southwest 0826 Northeast 0745

5 11 Sep 2008 1135 Southeast 1234 Northwest 1145

6 11 Sep 2008 1305 Southwest 1406 Northeast 1345

7 12 Sep 2008 1627 Southeast 1725 Northwest 1645

8 12 Sep 2008 1747 Southwest 1848 Northeast 1745
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Each of the eight aircraft passes was matched in time

with the closestMTSAT-1 satellite observation (Table 1).

Since each aircraft transect took approximately 1h, the

time that the center was marked in the flight-level winds

(i.e., the minimum flight-level wind in the eye of the TC)

was assigned to represent the transect. There were up to

30-min differences in the times representing the transects

and the times of the MTSAT-1 satellite observations

(assigned by JMA). To accommodate this difference, the

aircraft transects were adjusted spatially to place the

aircraft center in the center of the satellite observation.

Satellite IR BTs were then interpolated to the surface

wind observation locations using a spline interpolation.

This process was repeated for the WV BT data.

After these adjustments, the aircraft surface and flight-

level wind speeds, positive WVIR BT differences and IR

BT data were plotted as radial cross sections based on

distance from the TC center. These radial cross sections

were analyzed to identify potential relationships between

the deep convection and surface and midlevel wind fields

before and during the ERC. To quantify these relation-

ships, Pearson product-moment correlations were calcu-

lated from the satellite and aircraft data along each transect

within 100km of the TC center. Spatial lags were also

calculated to determine if surface and flight-level winds led

or lagged the IR BT in radial distance from the TC center.

For the satellite observations corresponding to each of the

eight center transects, mean radial profiles of both IR BTs

and positiveWVIRBTdifferences were constructed in the

manner discussed in the previous section. These mean

profiles were used as a qualitative check of the represen-

tativeness of each transect and also to further investigate

the temporal signal of the onset and completion of the

ERC in both the IR and WVIR BTs.

4. Results

Results of the Sinlaku ERC satellite and aircraft data

analysis are presented here in three sections. First, stages

of the ERC are defined in terms of deep convection, and

the evolution of Sinlaku throughRI and those ERC stages

is evaluated using WVIR BTs. Second, satellite observa-

tions of deep convection and cloud-top brightness tem-

peratures are analyzed during the eight WC-130J passes

through the TC center during the RI and ERC. Finally,

relationships between deep convection, cloud-top BTs,

and surface and flight-levelwind speeds are analyzed along

the eight aircraft transects through the TC center.

a. Evolution of deep convection during rapid
intensification and ERC

For this study, the ERC of Typhoon Sinlaku was di-

vided into six broadly defined stages, which were each

defined using microwave and geostationary satellite

observations. The stages and their starting and ending

points are somewhat subjective but serve to emphasize

convective processes as observed by satellite during the

ERC. At each ERC stage, the patterns of deep con-

vection are discussed here in terms of the radial profiles

of azimuthally averaged positive WVIR BT differences.

The stages presented below agree well with other ERC

conceptual models (e.g., Houze et al. 2007; Sitkowski

et al. 2011) and are used to classify and highlight the

evolution of Sinlaku’s convective structure. The con-

vective stages of the ERC were observed were as

follows:

1) Single eyewall stage. A broad, single eyewall char-

acterized the first stage of the ERC process (row 1 in

Fig. 2). In Sinlaku, the eyewall was identifiable

in infrared and water vapor imagery at 1515 UTC

10 September 2008 as a broad ring of overshooting tops

surrounding the eye of the storm. A second convec-

tive region was present approximately 300 km from

the TC center; however, bands in this region were

asymmetric.

2) Transition to concentric eyewall (CE) stage. The

second ERC stage in the Sinlaku case (row 2 in

Fig. 2) was marked by weakening of the inner-core

convection, which was particularly evident north of

the TC center at 2115 UTC 10 September 2008

(column 4). This decay in inner-core deep convection

was also clear in the azimuthally averaged positive

BT differences from the same time step (column 5),

where lower BT differences were present beyond

about 80 km from the TC center. In the 89-GHz

microwave imagery between stages 1 and 2 (column

3), a convective ring within 75km of the TC center

was evident and the development of an outer con-

vective ring was also apparent southeast and south-

west of the TC center.

3) Concentric eyewall stage. The third stage of the

Sinlaku ERC was characterized by a double eye-

wall structure (row 3 in Fig. 2). During this stage, a

small inner eyewall approximately 40 km from the

TC center and another broader outer eyewall ex-

tending from a radius of 120 to 200 km were clearly

identifiable in the positiveWVIRBT differences at

1115 UTC 11 September 2008 (column 5), along

with microwave (91GHz) imagery at 0900 UTC

11 September 2008 (column 3). This structure was

replicated in numerical simulations of Sinlaku,

with the development of a secondary wind maxi-

mum between 75 and 125 km from the center by

0600 UTC 11 September 2008 (Wu et al. 2012;

Huang et al. 2012).
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4) Prominent outer eyewall stage. The fourth stage of

the Sinlaku ERC was highlighted by the decay of

the inner eyewall, which was nearly complete in the

early hours of 12 September 2008 (row 4 in Fig. 2).

At 0045 UTC 12 September 2008 (in the WVIR BT

differences, columns 4 and 5) and 0006 UTC

12 September 2008 (in the 91-GHz microwave,

column 3), a single outer eyewall was centered

nearly 120 km from the storm center, and weak,

asymmetric, remnant convection remained within

the old inner eyewall.

5) Large eye and single eyewall stage. During the fifth

ERC stage (row 5 in Fig. 2), the eye was free of deep

convection, with zero positive WVIR BTs at 0345

UTC 12 September 2008 from the storm center out

to a radius of nearly 80 km. The single remaining

eyewall was centered around 120 km from the center

in both WVIR and microwave (85 GHz) imagery.

FIG. 2. (left to right) Eyewall replacement cycle (ERC) stages, IR satellite imagery, microwave satellite imagery, positive WVIR BT

differences (K), and radial profiles of azimuthally averaged WVIR BT differences (K) for (from top to bottom) stages 1–6. Satellite

imagery (columns 2 and 3) available online from the Naval Research Laboratory–Monterey at http://www.nrlmry.navy.mil/TC.html.
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This fifth stage began once the deep convection in the

inner eyewall dissipated entirely.

6) Eyewall contraction stage. The broad, outer eyewall

then contracted in the sixth ERC stage (row 6 in

Fig. 2). This narrowing of the eye diameter was evi-

dent in the 0445 UTC 13 September 2008 positive

WVIR BT differences (columns 4–5) and the 0220

UTC 13 September 2008 85-GHz microwave imag-

ery (column 3). It was at this point that the TC

reverted back to the single eyewall profile generally

consistent with the first stage of the ERC (Houze

et al. 2007; Laing and Evans 2010). This progression

through the ERC cycle was also simulated by Wu

et al. (2012), who noted the ERC had completed by

1800 UTC 12 September 2008.

The progression of Typhoon Sinlaku intensity (Fig. 3a)

and stages (Fig. 3b) through the ERC is depicted in a

Hovmöller diagram of mean positive WVIR BT differ-

ences (Fig. 3c) over the 120-h period between 9 and

13 September 2008. Prior to the ERC, eye and eyewall

development are evident (Fig. 3c) as regions of near-zero

and positive WVIR BT differences, respectively, during

the intensification of Sinlaku (Fig. 3a) from tropical storm

to typhoon intensity on 9 September 2008. A clear eye and

single eyewall (ERC stage 1) became consistently dis-

cernable as Sinlaku intensified from 85- to over 100-kt in-

tensity (starting just after 0200 UTC 10 September 2008).

Characterized by a region free of deep convection initially

to near 10 km, the eye radius increased slightly and re-

mained near 15km from the TC center for over 24 h. The

single eyewall was composed of tropopause-penetrating

convection (with WVIR BT differences ranging from 1.5

to 3.5 K) 15–150 km from the TC center.

Around 1700 UTC 10 September 2008, deep convec-

tion in the single eyewall began to erode at outer radii,

which marked the onset of ERC stage 2 (Fig. 3). Over

the next several hours, the average radial extent of the

broad eyewall was nearly halved, and deep convection

extended radially to only about 75 km from the center by

0000 UTC 11 September 2008. This decrease in the

positiveWVIR BT differences at outer radii occurred in

conjunction with reduced intensification and then slight

weakening in the surface wind speeds.

A double eyewall signature was present in the radial

profiles at 0600 UTC 11 September 2008, and was in-

dicated in the Hovmöller diagram by two regions of

deep convection within 200 km of the TC center, cen-

tered at radii of around 30 and 120 km (Fig. 3). The

maximum magnitude of positive WVIR differences in

both eyewalls was generally lower (between 1.5 and 2.0

K) than in both the previous single eyewall and transi-

tion stages (3.0–3.5 K). During this third ERC stage

(concentric eyewalls), the TC intensity remained near

120 kt.

The dual maxima in eyewall deep convection was rel-

atively short lived. Decay in the inner eyewall deep con-

vection was evident after about 1300 UTC 11 September

2008, which marked the start of the fourth ERC stage

(Fig. 3). This reduction in inner eyewall convection

was noted in the 11 September 2008 mission report

(Middlebrooke and Sanger 2008) as a weakening of the

inner eyewall during the second pass through the TC

(center fix time 1331 UTC 11 September 2008). During

this fourth ERC stage (decaying inner eyewall), the TC

intensity decreased slightly from 120 to 115kt.

By 0145 UTC 12 September 2008, the eye was free of

deep convection previously associated with the inner

eyewall, marking the transition to the fifth stage of the

ERC(Fig. 3).During this stage, the inner edge of the single

eyewall remained nearly 100km from the TC center until

contraction (and the final ERC stage) began at about

1645 UTC 12 September 2008. A gradual increase in the

amount of deep convection in the eyewall occurred con-

currently with the eyewall contraction. However, instead

of increasing in TC intensity (as often occurs during con-

traction of the outer eyewall), Sinlaku weakened by 10kt

(100 to 90kt) during the contraction stage as its circulation

interacted with the mountainous terrain of Taiwan.

It is important to note that the ERC stages defined

here, as well as the transitions between stages, are sub-

jective. Despite this subjectivity, the ERC progression

was effectively mapped using the WVIR data, and this

visual depiction of the ERC could be beneficial in an

operational forecast setting. Analysis of the positive

WVIR BT differences is continued in the subsequent

section, where plan views and radial profiles are com-

pared to IRBT data during eight reconnaissance aircraft

passes through Sinlaku.

b. Evolution of deep convection during aircraft
reconnaissance missions

The T-PARC–TCS08 field program offered one of the

first opportunities to fly through a western North Pacific

typhoon since the Office of Naval Research (ONR)

Tropical Cyclone Motion field programs in the early

1990s. The four flights through Sinlaku each entailed

two transects through the TC center and spanned all

phases of the ERC (Fig. 3, Table 1). Examination of the

deep convection WVIR BTs and cloud-top tempera-

tures (IRBTs) at the time of each center transect (Fig. 4)

coupled with the mean radial profiles of WVIR and IR

BTs (Fig. 5) places the flights in the context of the ERC

and lays the groundwork for further examination of the

wind speeds and BTs along each transect in the sub-

sequent section.
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The first flight into Sinlaku, on 9 September 2008, took

place during the development of the eye and eyewall

prior to the ERC (Fig. 3c). An increase in deep con-

vection surrounding the TC center was evident over the

course of the two center transects (Figs. 4a–d). This deep

convection development was captured in mean radial

profiles of positiveWVIR (green curves in Fig. 5) and IR

(blue curves in Fig. 5) BT differences. From the center

out to 80 km, values of IR BT decreased (cloud tops

became colder) and WVIR BTs increased (indicating

greater prevalence ormagnitude of deep convection) over

the 2-h span between 0445 and 0645 UTC 9 September

2008 (Figs. 5a,b). Additionally, deep convection de-

creased at radii between 100 and 150km. This change in

the distribution of deep convection, particularly near

the 40-km radius, corresponded to the development of

an eye and primary eyewall. Convective development

continued over the subsequent 24 h, and by the

10 September 2008 flight, stage 1 of the ERC (single

eyewall) was under way (Fig. 3c). The large single eye-

wall was noted in both the cold cloud tops (Figs. 4e,f)

and deep convection (Figs. 4g,h) data. Positive WVIR

BT differences radially inward of about 75 km increased

from 0545 to 0745 UTC 10 September 2008 (Figs. 5c,d).

Just over 24 h later, on 11 September 2008, a substantial

increase in deep convection at outer radii was clearly

evident on the southern side of the TC (Figs. 4i–l).

Concentric eyewalls were present in both the deep

FIG. 3. (a) Intensity (kt), (b) ERC stage, and (c) Hovmöller diagram of azimuthally averaged positive WVIR BT differences (K) for

Typhoon Sinlaku. White arrows identify times of the eight aircraft transects, and the blue line at 300-km radius indicates spatial extent in

Figs. 4–6. Note that y-axis time scales differ slightly due to MTSAT-1 data availability.
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convection and IR plan views during the first pass through

the TC (Figs. 4i,k). The region of deep convection

southwest of the center during the southeast–northwest

transect rotated cyclonically over the 2h between center

passes, and the inner eyewall also lost coherence during

that time, opening to the north (Figs. 4i–l). Mean radial

profiles of IR and positive WVIR at 1145 UTC

11 September 2008 (Fig. 5e) indicated concentric

eyewalls, with the inner eyewall located about 40 km

outward from the storm center and the outer eyewall

located about 110 km outward from the storm center.

Notably, the outer eyewall was prominent in theWVIR,

indicating ERC stage 4 had begun, while dual minima

were still present in the IR, indicating Sinlaku was still

FIG. 4. Infrared (K; columns 1 and 2) and positive WVIR BT differences (K; columns 3 and 4) for the eight flight transects indicated in

Fig. 3c. Black lines indicate aircraft track through the TC center. Date and time groupings indicate satellite observation times. Flight start

and stop times and corresponding satellite observation times are listed in Table 1.
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in ERC stage 3. Two hours later, during the second

transect through the Sinlaku center (Fig. 5f), the

prominent (decayed) outer (inner) eyewall associated

with ERC stage 4 was clearly evident in the decrease

(increase) of the IR BTs and in the increase (decrease)

in positive WVIR BTs.

In the 26h between the final WC-130J center transect

on 11 September 2008 and the first on 12 September

2008, Sinlaku continued through stages 4 and 5 of the

ERC (Fig. 3). The final two aircraft transects through

Sinlaku began at 1627 UTC 12 September 2008 near the

start of the contraction phase of the ERC, as the western

eyewall made landfall over Taiwan (Figs. 4m–p). Al-

though the TC eye had been free of deep convection for

15 h prior to the arrival of theWC-130J (Fig. 3c), a small

area of deep convection was evident in the TC center

during both aircraft transects (Figs. 4o,p). At outer radii,

deep convection also was weaker than the day prior,

particularly north of the TC center. Mean profiles of

deep convection highlighted these inner and outer core

changes at all radii, indicated by lower positive WVIR

BTs (Figs. 5e–h). In contrast, evidence of the inner

FIG. 5. Mean radial IR (blue) and WVIR (green) BT profiles (K) corresponding to the eight center transects

indicated in Fig. 3c and the eight satellite times in Fig. 4. Vertical gray lines mark 100-km radius from the TC center.
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eyewall remained in the IR BTs over the 26h between

flights on 11–12 September (not shown) and the remnant

cool cloud tops were still present in the inner core during

the final two transects (Figs. 4m,n). The mean radial

profiles of IR BTs corroborated this, exhibiting dual

maxima (on the inverted axes) near 40 and 100km from

the TC center (Figs. 5g,h).

While progression of Sinlaku through the ERC was

detected in both IR and WVIR BT profiles, the WVIR

mean radial profiles were superior to the IR BT mean

profiles in detecting the decay of deep convection in the

inner eyewall. Specifically, the WVIR mean profiles led

the IRmean profiles (temporally) in the transitions from

stage 3 to stage 4 and from stage 4 to stage 5 of the ERC.

Analysis of these two satellite products will be contin-

ued in the following section, where positive WVIR BT

differences and IR BTs corresponding to the actual

aircraft track will be examined and compared to surface

and flight-level winds measured by the aircraft along the

same flight tracks.

c. Analysis of surface and flight-level wind speeds and
satellite BTs during aircraft transects

The next focus of this study was to examine vari-

ability of the surface and flight-level wind speeds and

satellite brightness temperatures along the eight flight

tracks through the TC center. Fortuitously, 2008 was

the first season in which the SFMR instrument was

fully integrated as part of the operational equipment

configuration onboard the WC-130J (Talbot 2008),

enabling measurements of surface winds during hur-

ricane reconnaissance missions. The SFMR surface

wind data from 9 September 2008 revealed maximum

surface wind speeds below 60 kt (solid red curves,

Figs. 6a,b), placing Sinlaku at tropical storm strength.

Flight-level winds (dashed red curves, Figs. 6a,b) were

similar, although flight-level wind observations were

perhaps noisy on the first approach to Sinlaku’s storm

center (Fig. 6a).Observations from the two flight transects

on 10 September 2008 revealed amore intense storm,with

maximum surfacewinds over 80 kt, andmaximum flight-

level winds near 100 kt, on each transect (Figs. 6c,d).

The TC was a mature storm with a developed eye

structure and an eyewall with deep convection, and by

the second transect, Typhoon Sinlaku was nearing its

peak intensity. Dual peaks in SFMR surface winds and

flight-levelwindswere observed during both passes through

the TC center. Interestingly, on the inbound segment of

pass 1 (Fig. 6c) and the outbound segment of pass 2

(Fig. 6d), secondary maxima in both the surface and flight-

level winds were noted around 110 and 120km, re-

spectively. Given the ERC progression that took place in

the subsequent two days, it is likely that these peaks were

associated with the development of the secondary wind

maximum. Both secondary wind maxima were located on

the eastern side of the TC and were radially outward, by

about 10 km, of the broad regions of positive WVIR

differences that extended radially outward to near

100 km (green curves, Figs. 6c,d). In the IR, a secondary

peak was not evident on the southeastern side of the TC

center (Fig. 6c), possibly due to the transect length of

150 km. However, a secondary peak was observed

120 km northeast of the center, which was about

10 km radially outward of the secondary wind maximum

(on the outbound side of the second transect; blue curve,

Fig. 6d).

In the first transect on 11 September 2008 (Fig. 6e),

dual maxima (ERC stage 3) were observed in the surface

and flight-level winds on both sides of the TC center. On

the inbound leg (SE of the TC center), the highest sur-

face and flight-level wind speeds were located in the

outer wind maximum, which suggests the decay of the

primary eyewall (ERC stage 4) had begun. On the out-

bound leg (northwest of theTC center; Fig. 6e), however,

the strongest surface and flight-level wind speeds were

located in the inner wind maximum, indicating the

transition to ERC stage 4 had not yet begun northwest of

the TC center. Satellite IR BT observations were con-

sistent with the surface wind speed observations during

this transect in three ways: first, dual peaks in cold cloud

tops were observed on both sides of the TC center; sec-

ond, the coldest cloud tops were located in the outer

(inner) BT minimum on the inbound (outbound) seg-

ments; and third, the four coldest cloud tops along the

transect were each located radially outward of the sur-

face windmaxima, and less radially outward of the flight-

level wind maxima, which is consistent with an outward

tilt of the inner core in both eyewalls.

The dual maxima signature in the surface winds was

still present during the second center transect on

11 September 2008 (Fig. 6f). An outer surface (flight

level) wind maximum was located near 90-km (100-km)

radius on both the inbound (southwest) and outbound

(northeast) sides of the TC center, and the outermaxima

had higher wind speeds than the inner maxima both at

the surface and at midlevels. The IR BT profile of the

inbound leg showed no sign of an outer peak in close

proximity to the outer peak in the SFMR surface wind

profile; however, the outbound portion exhibited a very

distinct outer peak slightly beyond the outer wind

maximum at a radius of nearly 130 km. Positive WVIR

differences along the flight track featured a double

eyewall structure at 1145 UTC 11 September 2008 and a

single eyewall structure at 1345 UTC 11 September

2008, providing additional evidence for the progression

of the ERC that was not evident in the IR observations;
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however the noisy nature of the WVIR precludes more

in-depth analysis.

The temporal lag between the surface wind field and

IR BTs was increasingly evident 26 h later. During the

first transect on 12 September 2008 (Fig. 6g), a single-

peak surface wind speed was present at a radius of near

50 km from the TC center, and a single-peak flight-level

wind speed was present at a radius of near 75 km. In the

IR observations, however, dual maxima (on the inverted

axis) were still present on both sides of the TC center.

During the second transect through Sinlaku only a single

maximum was present in both IR BTs and SFMR and

flight-level winds (Fig. 6h), which indicated that the

ERC was complete in the surface and midlevel wind

field and in the IR satellite signature. In both flight

segments on 12 September 2008, positive WVIR BT

differences were small, with maxima around 100 km ra-

dially outward from the storm center, indicating that the

ERC was complete and that the outer eyewall lacked

significant deep convection.

FIG. 6. Infrared BT (K; blue curves), positive WVIR BT differences (K; green curves), SFMR surface winds (kt;

solid red curves), and flight-level winds (kt; dashed red curves) along the eight center transects (flight path indicated

by black lines in Fig. 4). Correlations between surface wind speed and IR BTs for the inner 100 km (gray line in

Fig. 5) are annotated beneath the satellite observation time for each center transect.
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The spatial relationship between surface winds and

IR BTs was quantified by Pearson product-moment

correlation coefficients. Statistically significant (at the

95% confidence level) negative correlations were

present during all transects, ranging from r 520.44 on

transect 2 on 10 September 2008 to r 5 20.82 on

transect 1 on 9 September 2008, were found between

surface winds and IR BTs. These correlations con-

firmed that higher surface winds were associated with

colder IR BTs, and that this relationship between sur-

face wind and IR BTs held across surface wind in-

tensities ranging from 0 to over 90 kt. Additionally,

correlations between SFMR winds and IR BTs were

most negative when surface winds spatially lagged IR

BTs by 10 km (not shown), with the IR BTs located

radially outward of the surface winds. This spatial lag

agrees with other work, including that of Sanabia et al.

(2014), who found an outward tilt of eyewall convective

clouds in IR BT profiles. Because of the noisy nature of

the WVIR data along the flight track transects, corre-

lations between WVIR and surface wind were smaller

and not generally statistically significant (not shown).

In Sinlaku, maximum surface and flight-level winds

were located at radii very near the minimum IR BTs,

and this relationship held even through the first three

stages of the ERC. This suggests that in an operational

setting, profiles of IR BTs could be useful in locating

maximum surface winds of a TC. During the final two

ERC stages, however, IR BTs were found to temporally

lag surface and flight-level winds, indicating that IR BT

profiles would not be as useful in identifying radial lo-

cations of surface winds in those stages. The WVIR BT

differences, while noisy, more closely matched the

evolution of the surface wind field during these final two

stages, and could be a valuable indicator of radial wind

structure late in an ERC.

5. Conclusions

Six ERC stages were defined for the ERC of Ty-

phoon Sinlaku (2008), and the evolution of deep con-

vection through these stages was effectively mapped

for the ERC using a Hovmöller diagram. In the Hov-

möller diagram, radial changes in positive WVIR BT

differences revealed eye and eyewall development and

decay. Comparison of these radial changes in deep

convection to cloud-top IR BTs at individual time

steps revealed that both WVIR and IR BT profiles

tracked deep convection during the ERC. However,

the decay of deep convection in the inner eyewall

(ERC stage 4) was detected first in WVIR mean radial

profiles. Comparison of WVIR and IR to wind field

measurements along aircraft transects through the TC

center yielded two additional results: 1) IR BTs were

significantly negatively correlated with surface wind

speeds (colder IR temperatures were collocated with

stronger surface winds), but they temporally lagged

the surface wind speeds at the conclusion of an ERC;

and 2) positive WVIR BTs showed the stages of an

ERC without any temporal lag, despite not being

spatially correlated with the surface wind field. Flight-

level wind measurements provided a vertical link

between surface wind and cloud-top brightness tem-

perature measurements. Not only did the satellite

measurements of cloud-top BTs at the top of the

atmosphere agree with the SFMR surface winds

(within the boundary layer), they also agreed with the

aircraft flight-level winds (within the low to middle

troposphere).

Together, these findings highlight the potential utility

of WVIR and IR BT radial profiles, particularly so for

basins without active aircraft weather reconnaissance

programs such as the western North Pacific. Radial pro-

files of WVIR BT can be useful in detecting CEs and

tracking the evolution of a TC through anERC, including

indicating whether single or double wind maxima are

present. Profiles of IR BT can be useful in locating the

approximate radial positions of surface windmaxima and

identifying convective structure before and in the early

stages of an ERC (throughCEdevelopment), but they do

not appear to be useful at detecting the concluding stages

of an ERC nor in locating radial positions of surface wind

maxima during those stages.

Additional work is needed to further examine the utility

of WVIR and IR BT profiles, including through

Hovmöller-type diagrams, in capturingERCsduring strong

TCs. Development of an archive of TC center locations in

IR imagery is under way at the Naval Research

Laboratory–Monterey (J. Hawkins 2015, personal com-

munication), which will provide a valuable resource for

future climatologies using the techniques explored here.

Additionally, differences in weighting functions and fre-

quency bands between satellites may impact the utility of

these techniques and results. Extending these results

beyond a single case study will be important to assessing

potential value to forecasters in operational centers.
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